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Wow, the world gets crazier every moment! Stephen Lewis, former socialist NDP leader
from Canada’s province of Ontario was asked about PM Justin Trudeau’s letter to the UN
asking for a special General Assembly meeting, as reported by the CBC yesterday:
The Canadian Mission to the United Nations has submitted a rare request asking the
president of the General Assembly for a meeting of all 193 member states to “explore
concerted action to apply pressure on the parties of the violence [in Syria],” now in its sixth
year.
ON CBC this morning (Friday, October 14, 2016) Lewis was brieﬂy interviewed by the CBC
and clearly and distinctly chose the U.S. /NATO / western imperialist /mainstream media
(MSM) position on Syria. He called Canada’s moves “artful and important.” His reasons
were shallow and demonstrated clearly that his socialist ideals – at least as an international
socialist – are not very near and dear to his heart.
He commented that “war crimes are being committed by Russia” but hopefully that “Russia
may at some point be forced to reconsider,” its position. When questioned further on this
he said he did not think that Russia – more speciﬁcally Putin, our now necessary evil ‘other’
personiﬁed as one man – would change its actions. Why? Because “Putin doesn’t care”, he
wants to show that “Russia is back” and that is a “terrifying proposal.”
Double standards abound
Apparently the letter was co-sponsored by 68 other countries. All of them for sure
sycophantic allies of the U.S. empire….but perhaps underneath something unintended may
occur.
Lewis said the meeting of the UN would “allow the world to express its outrage” at Russia’s
war crimes, at the “destruction of children…the murder of children.” Most interesting here
is that while Russia is being singled out with this narrative, the history of the U.S. empire
over the past several decades appears to be getting a clear pass.
Does anyone remember the war in Iraq, an illegal war (all initiators of wars are war
criminals) that caused the deaths of hundreds of thousands of Iraqis (many children
obviously, as most populations consist of about ﬁfty per cent children)? And before that, an
estimated 500 thousand children died as a result of U.S. sanctions against the Hussein
regime. When questioned about this, then U.S. Secretary of State said the deaths were
worth it for U.S. interests. War crimes? Absolutely.
And what about Libya and the war crimes committed there, with the destruction of civilian
infrastructure and attacks against the government that went well beyond the UN sanctioned
no-ﬂy zone. More war crimes, more severe unintended consequences – although it did play
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into U.S. plans to eliminate Syria.
Back to Afghanistan where the U.S. “war on terror” simmers on. War crimes and crimes
against humanity were committed there by U.S. forces and its “coalition” forces, including
Canada. Afghanistan as you should well know, is now a mess of factional ﬁghting with the
Taliban controlling about a third of the country.
Before all those, Serbia was bombed illegally by NATO (which the U.S. leads and in which
Canada played a major role), attacking civilian structures such as bridges, industrial plants,
public buildings, businesses, and as an aside, the Chinese embassy. This was supposedly a
“right to protect” operation, proved to be a preconceived excuse in order to weaken the
Serb Republic and further contain a soon to be resurgent Russia. An estimated 500 civilians
were killed – sorry, no child count there. But deﬁnitely a war crime.
And I probably shouldn’t mention Israel as I will instantly be labelled anti-Semitic, but the
war crimes against civilians there – both in the West Bank and Gaza – have been ongoing for
decades. The notable case here at least as seen from the MSM perspective, have been the
Israeli attacks against the open air prison of Gaza (population now at 2 million). Hundreds
of children have been slaughtered there using many “made in the U.S.A.” weapons,
including chemical warfare (modiﬁed tear gas, phosphorous bombs), serving as well as a
testing/proving ground for Israeli manufactured materials in support of their militarized
economy. More U.S. supported war crimes.
The U.S. has committed war crimes of an overt or covert nature in 50 countries since WW II,
disposing of non-compliant governments with violence against citizens of those sovereign
states.
Careful what you wish for
Perhaps, just perhaps, the unintended consequences of the UN meeting might be the
bringing to light the war crimes of the U.S., against children, against civilians, against
sovereign governments. I don’t expect that as the U.S. controls the MSM for the western
world. But to focus a call on Russian war crimes is the height of arrogance and hubris from
a nation (Canada) that has supported U.S. war crimes and committed some of its own.
Yes, indeed, let’s have a special General Assembly meeting on war crimes, but let’s do it for
the whole world and not just the sycophantic interests of an increasingly belligerent
member of the U.S. imperial coalition.
The world does need to express its outrage – at war crimes committed by the U.S., about
U.S. support for Saudi war crimes in Yemen, about U.S. support for Saudi support of the
various salaﬁst jihadi groups around the world.
Russia is back
Well, yes and no. Russia endured three major invasions from Western Europe (Napoleon,
Wilhelm, Hitler), more invasions after WW I from western nations, and suﬀered under the
“shock doctrine” of U.S. neoliberalism. The latter came about as the result of U.S. inﬂuence
on the drunkard Yeltsin and created a country in decline ruled by oligarchs who stole much
of the wealth of the country (Khodorkovsky, Magnitsky among them). Currently, the U.S.
has a ﬁrst strike nuclear policy with missile bases in Poland and Romania within minutes of
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the Russian heartland.
Not exactly a great history of western accommodation. And now NATO has expanded
towards Russia’s borders, yet accuse Russia of aggression (??) – logic not being a strength
of the MSM or the politicians of the west. The U.S. initiated the coup in Ukraine, just ask
Victoria “F**k the EU” Nuland, partner of Robert Kagan, known neocon warmonger.
The MSM across the west, in collusion with the political elites, are doing their best to create
an evil Putin leading an evil Russia trying to regain its empire. That they have succeeded in
this image is a testament to the power of the MSM, the ignorance of the people of the west
(most particularly in Canada and the U.S.), and the arrogance, hubris, and wilful ignorance
of the elite class.
Russia is back (and Canada postures)
– and is scaring the bejesus out of the U.S. and its allies. It has obviously revived its military
power, and in many cases is considered to be well ahead of the U.S. It’s economy, in spite
of the best intentions of U.S. sanctions, is doing reasonably well as its home grown
industries are being forced to develop more, and its agricultural sector has beneﬁted from
counter sanctions against EU products. Western action against China have created a SinoRussian alliance stronger than it ever was during the Sino-Soviet era.
The latter has serious implications for the U.S. desire to be the global hegemon with full
spectrum dominance over – everyone and everything. And for that, it is good that Russia is
back.
For Canada and Trudeau to attempt to corral the western MSM message into the UN is
simply political posturing. Whether it comes from wilful ignorance and arrogance, simple
ignorance, simple stupidity, or a pretty boy posturing as the good guy Canadian mediator is
diﬃcult to discern. But it is deﬁnitely posturing – it is the U.S. that has created the mess in
the MIddle east, it is the U.S./NATO that has created the belligerence towards Russia, it is
the U.S. military /industrial /political /ﬁnancial complex that has created a world of fear and
terror in order to attempt its global hegemony. Finally someone is capable of standing up to
that – which unfortunately, given the U.S. propensity for nuclear sword threats, may result in
the U.S. having created the perfect storm to induce world war last.
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